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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 0/0
Item ID: 95314
EAN: 874933002017
Size: mm
Weight: 0 g

Recommended price

599 SEK

Securely transport your 18.4-inch laptop with the Everki Advance Laptop Bag, designed for streamlined
mobility and durable protection. This briefcase's contemporary and lightweight design makes it an
essential everyday accessory for safeguarding your tech on long-distance trips or for daily commuting.

Well-Padded Laptop Compartment
Versatile Slots and Pockets**
Stashable Shoulder Strap and Trolley Handle Pass-Through
Ergonomic Two-Way Adjustable Shoulder Strap
High-Contrast Lining for Easy Visibility

Well-Padded Laptop Compartment
The Everki Advance provides a snug and secure fit for your device with its well-padded, top-loading
laptop compartment. Quick and easy access to your laptop is ensured, perfect for professionals and
students who value convenience and protection for their laptops up to 18.4 inches.

Versatile Slots and Pockets
The organization is never a problem with the Everki Advance Laptop Bag. A separate zippered
accessory compartment is well-outfitted with an assortment of multifunction pockets. At the same time,
a quick-access front stash slot keeps your essentials within reach, ensuring that everything has its
place.

Stashable Shoulder Strap and Trolley Handle Pass-Through
Designed for the traveller, the Advance features a trolley handle pass-through, making it easy to secure
your laptop bag on top of your luggage for seamless mobility. When carrying on your shoulder isn't
convenient, use the stashable strap feature to have it as a traditional briefcase.

Ergonomic Two-Way Adjustable Shoulder Strap
The ergonomic shoulder strap is designed to reduce strain and increase comfort. It offers a non-slip,
two-way adjustment with quick-adjust buckles that provide tailored support and alleviates discomfort
during prolonged use.

High-Contrast Lining for Easy Visibility
Visibility is key in a well-designed laptop bag. Everki Advance Laptop Bag features a high-contrast
orange lining, greatly enhancing item visibility and ensuring your belongings stand out so you can get
what you need without delay.

Package includes

Everki Advance Laptop Bag 18.4

Product specifications

Accommodates 18.4" laptops
External dimensions: 14.2 x 19.3 x 3.1 in
Capacity: 24 liters
Bag Weight: 1.8 lbs
Warranty: Limited Lifetime Warranty
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